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The Dhe-Tsang monastery, built in 1414 by a close disciple of Je Tsongkhapa is situated in the
Gyalrong district of eastern Tibet. When its founder, Ngawang Drakpa, came to the region
intending to build a monastery there, he realized that the place was special but couldn't decide on
the best location to build the hermitage. At that very moment, a huge crow swooped down on
him, picked off his scarf, and flew away with it. The monk hastened to follow the crow.
Eventually, the garment was found hanging from the branches of a Juniper tree. Here it is
relevant to observe that the crow is visualized in Tibetan Buddhism as an incarnation of
Mahakala, whose name literally means the 'Great Black One.' Taking this occurrence to be an
auspicious omen, Ngawang decided to build the monastery around the tree, which would itself
serve as a natural pillar of the prayer hall.
During the actual construction of the monastery, the revered monk faced many obstructions from
the local Bonpo masters who practiced a primitive form of shamanism and thus felt threatened
by the unfolding of the Buddhist faith in Tibet. Whatever was constructed of the building during
the day would collapse during the night. These mishaps were attributed to the black magic
performed by the Bonpos. One day, when Ngawang Drakpa was contemplating the problem, the
crow reappeared. Much relieved by its presence, the venerable monk wrote a letter to his guru
Tsongkhapa in Lhasa, asking for help. The master in response to his pupil's plea then composed a
practice brimming with spiritual potency and gave it the name: 'The Solitary Hero Vajra
Bhairava Sadhana.' He gave it to the crow to deliver it to Ngawang Drakpa. When the latter
received the manual he performed the practice immediately, which led to the subduing of all the
leading Bonpo priests. This text later became one of the most significant one used in all Gelukpa
monasteries and retains its popularity to the present day.
When the major part of construction was completed, the lama began to look for master sculptors
who could create spiritually charged images for the retreat. One day, three black men came to the
monastery and stayed there for some time. They later revealed that they were sculptors from
India. Delighted on hearing this, Ngawang Drakpa eagerly sought their services in building the
required deity statues. Of the three men from India, only one agreed to stay on and help. As per
his promise, the sculptor created all the statues requested except that of Mahakala, which alas,
was only half-finished when the day of inauguration arrived.
The celebrations for the occasion consisted of various ritual dance performances. At the end of
the program, the Indian sculptor declared that he too wished to perform a dance for the
contemplation of the audience and proceeded to enthrall them with an exceptionally energetic
performance wearing a swirling costume and a large wrathful mask, leaving the viewers in
raptures. Towards the conclusion of the dance, his physical form suddenly started to shrink until
finally only the giant mask remained on the ground and there was no trace of the body of the
dancer. Taken aback by the bizarre turn of events, the monks rushed to the chamber where the
half finished statue of Mahakala lay. To their utter surprise, the statue was complete. The
sculptor had merged with his creation, granting it an unparalleled spiritual potency.
The story does not end here however. Later they were informed that the two companions of the
Indian sculptor, who had declined to stay on, had each made a Mahakala statue at two different

monasteries and had likewise mysteriously disappeared into their respective creations. It was not
long before the perceptive adepts realized that these sculptors were none other than the great god
Mahakala in his various manifestations, incarnating himself as the savior and protector of
monasteries. Thus at Ngawang's hermitage he was the Six-Armed Mahakala and had created a
sculpture of himself with half-a-dozen hands. In a similar manner the other two had created icons
of the Four-Armed and the White Mahakala respectively. Collectively, they were named the
three Mahakala brothers and became vastly popular all over Tibet.
Though Mahakala's image is honored in all Tibetan monasteries, it is only at Dhe-Tsang that he
is regarded as a living member of the sangha. Thus for example during offering ceremonies it is
still customary for the chant leader to announce: "Do not forget the black man's share," and the
same of what each monk receives is also set aside for Mahakala and presented to his sacred
image. This tradition originated in the fact that when the so called 'black man from India' was
sculpting the icons and was asked what he desired in return for his services replied "Only that
much that is offered to the monks." When counting the number of residents at this exceptional
monastery, this generous protector is also taken as a member. As an interesting fact it should be
mentioned here that this monastery was destroyed in the 1950's, falling victim to the political
and revolutionary activities of the day. It was however, rebuild spectacularly and was reopened
in 1997, with the best wishes and participation of 170 representatives from fifteen nations under
the patronage of his holiness Khejok Rinpoche.

The Symbolic Iconography of the Three Mahakala Brothers
Each of the three forms of Mahakala has some distinctly different qualities and aspects,
symbolized by the physical forms and also the various implements they hold in their hands.
The Six-Armed (Shadbhuja) Mahakala (mGon po phyag drug pa)

This form is most favored by the Gelukpa order of
Tibetan Buddhism, and in this manifestation
Mahakala is considered to be the fierce and powerful
emanation of Avalokiteshvara, the bodhisattva of
compassion.

Six Armed Mahakala

He is adorned with the following symbolic
attributes:
1). A crown of five skulls: This is worn by all
manifestations of Mahakala and represents the
transmutation of the five negative afflictions of
human nature into positive virtues. Thus:
a). Ignorance transforms into the wisdom of
reality.
b). Pride becomes the wisdom of sameness.
c). Attachment becomes the wisdom of discernment.
d). Jealousy becomes the wisdom of accomplishment.
e). Anger becomes mirror like wisdom.

The Five Skull Crown

2). The Six Arms signify the successful completion of the six perfections (shad-paramita), which
are practiced and brought to perfection by bodhisattvas during the course of their training. These
are:
a). The perfection of generosity (dana-paramita)
b). Morality (shila-paramita)
c). Peace (shanti-paramita)
d). Vigor (virya-paramita)
e). Meditation (dhyana-paramita)
f). Insightful Wisdom (prajna-paramita)
3). The arms hold various implements each of which has a symbolic significance:
a). The first right hand holds a curved knife. In Mahakala's symbolism the curved knife cuts
through the life veins of enemies such as oath-breakers and hindering spirits.

b). The skull cup in his primary left hand is filled
with the heart-blood of these enemies.
The crescent shaped chopper of the right hand
corresponds in shape to the cavity of the skull cup
and functions to make 'mincemeat' of the hearts,
intestines, lungs, and life-veins of enemies hostile to
the Dharma, which are then collected in the skull cup.
A similar crescent shaped hand cleaver is used in
oriental cuisine to chop meat and dice vegetables.

The Skull Cup and Chopper

c). The next right hand holds a damaru - the
hourglass-shaped drum, signifying the
primordial sound from which is said to have
originated all manifested existence. Its rattle is
also said to emanate the sound that arouses us
from our ignorant state, coaxing us on to the
path of Dharma.

Ritual Damaru

d). The uppermost right hand holds a rosary
of skulls. The continuous counting of the
rosary is a symbol of perpetual activity,
which Mahakala achieves on a cosmic
scale.

The Rosasry of Skulls

e). Another left hand holds a trident which represents the Three
Jewels of Buddhism, the Buddha, the Dharma, and the Sangha.

The Trident

f). Finally there is the noose for lassoing those of us who have
strayed away from the path of the Dharma.

The Lasso

The Six-armed Mahakala's left leg is
outstretched while the right is bent at
the knee. The former symbolizes his
accomplishments for the benefit of
others and the latter those for himself.
An elephant-headed entity lying
crushed under his legs represents our
instinctive, primary animal force and
One Elephant Under Mahakala's Feet
urge, which when unleashed can prove
to be extremely destructive. These cravings however, can also be extremely useful to our selfdevelopment and -realization when we master them and bring them under our moderation.
Indeed, it is warned that dreaming about a herd of elephants is a sign that instinctive and
irrepressible forces that may have been suppressed for too long are about to be unleashed.

The sun-disc on which Mahakala stands
denotes his illumination of the darkness
of ignorance, and the lotus on which
this disc rests signifies his undefiled
purity.

The Lotus

The blazing fire surrounding him demonstrates
his powerful energy out to consume all
neurotic states of minds. Further, his three
organs of vision express his ability to see the
past, present and future. That he stares at the
world with wide eyes signifies that he is
incensed at the current state of affairs.
Snakes slither across his body as ornaments
and also as the scared thread of Brahmins. The
writhing serpent is a metaphor for the stirring
The Three Wide Open Eyes
of our psychic instinctive and primordial
energy and Mahakala's wearing them as
adornments expresses the fact that rather than impede our spiritual progress, such emotions have
been tamed and harnessed, becoming in the process, crowning glories of our spiritual
achievements.
The Four-Armed (Chatur-bhuja) Mahakala (mGon po phyag bzhi pa)

The four arms of this manifestation of Mahakala
perform one of the following four positive karmas or
actions, which are said to be his specific boon to his
worshippers:
a). Pacify sickness, hindrances, and troubles.
b). Increase life, good qualities and wisdom.
c). Attract whatever Dharma practitioners need and
bring people to the Dharma.
d). Destroy confusion, doubt, and ignorance.

Four-Armed Mahakala

In addition to the ubiquitous skull cup and chopper, the Chatur-bhuja
Mahakala holds in his other two arms a khatvanga (left hand) and
flaming sword respectively. The khatvanga is a kind of ritual staff
having three human heads at the upper end. These represent the
overcoming of the three roots of evil, namely greed (raga), ill will
(dvesha), and delusion (moha).
The sword is the flaming weapon of transcendental wisdom (prajna)
with which Mahakala destroys ignorance. The latter is the principal
attribute of Buddhist deities especially associated with overcoming
ignorance and embodying the wisdom aspect of enlightenment within

The Khatvanga or
tantric staff

their physical forms.
The four-armed Mahakala is significant to the Nyingma school of Tibetan Buddhism.

The White Mahakala (Skt. Shad-bhuja Sita Mahakala; Tib. mGon po yid bzhin nor bu)

This is the wealth aspect of Mahakala which specifically supports the
comfort and economic well-being of tantric practitioners. The
following description is according to his sadhana:
"His body is white. His face is wrathful and he has three eyes. He has
six arms. His main right hand holds a wish- fulfilling jewel
(chintamani) mounted on a jewel-tipped handle, in front of his chest."

The Chintamani
Jewel in White
Mahakala's Hand

The White Mahakala is known as mGon
po yid bzhin nor bu in Tibetan with the
last four meaning 'Wish-Granting Gem,'
and he is the special protector of
Mongolian Buddhists. His iconography
is rich in symbols delineating his
'wealth-deity' status. For example his
skull bowl, rather than contain the
mortal remains of his victims, is full of
various jewels,
White Mahakala's Bowl of Jewels

and his crown is made up of five jewels
instead of the trademark five skulls.

White Mahakala's Crown of Jewels

The other notable departure from the
normal Mahakala iconography is the
elephant goad held in the center left
hand, the sharp point of which
symbolizes penetrating awareness.

The Elephant Goad

Also, in contrast to other Mahakalas, he
stands on two elephants rather than one.

Two Elephants Under His Feet

The elephant skin stretched at the back
refers to the deity having torn asunder
the pachyderm of ignorance.
Another interesting aspect of White
Mahakala is that he is occasionally
shown in the tribhanga posture. In this
typical stance of the body, the head,
torso, and legs slant in contrary
directions. The legs and hips jutt to the
right, the trunk to the left, and the neck
and head then again gently to the right.
It is a lyrical, dreamy, very graceful
pose. The three curves formed by the
body symbolize the three worlds, upper,
lower and middle, better known in
Sanskrit as triloka. This is also
popularly known as the posture of three
bends.
White Mahakala in Tribhanga, Central Tibet

White Mahakala is popular for both
White Mahakala in Tribhanga
mundane as well as spiritual reasons,
Central Tibet
ranging from the basic desire for wealth
7th century
and prosperity to the ultimate
attainment of the precious jewel, which is none other than the Buddhist Dharma.

Some Rare Forms of Mahakala
Mahakala Panjaranatha
We have observed above Mahakala's' special relationship with the Buddhist monastery (vihara).
The ever-innovative Tibetan artist however was not content with the aforementioned
visualizations of Mahakala. He was looking at the development of an icon which expressed
specifically, in a forceful and hard hitting manner, the role of Mahakala as the powerful protector
of Buddhist viharas. Thus developed in the canons of Tibetan Buddhist aesthetics a unique form
of Mahakala known as Gur gyi mGon po, or the 'Great Lord of the Pavilion.'

Mahakala's Vow to Protect the
Monastery of Nalanda

Grinning wildly and with fiery eyes, this terrible
image of the Great Black One stands heavily upon the
body of a corpse. While he holds the normal skull cup
and chopper in his two hands, supported across the
crook of his elbows is an ornamental wooden stick,
called the 'gandi' gong, which is used in Buddhist
monasteries to summon the monks and nuns to
assemblies. It is this intriguing aspect of his
iconography which associates him exclusively with
the viharas and it is believed to symbolize the vow he
once made to the Buddha to protect the monastic
community of Nalanda at Bihar and hence by
extension all Buddhist retreats. Also, originally it was
likely a shaman's staff used during application of
protective charms (panjara), hence in this
manifestation he also came to be known as
Panjaranatha, or 'Lord of Charms." It is also
conjectured that the rod denotes the one used to hold
up outdoor tents and hence is a reminder that this
awesome deity is the supreme savior of the
essentially nomadic Tibetan people.

The significance vested with this stick
can be realized from the fact that it is
also called the 'gandi stick of
emanation,' and it is believed that all of
Mahakala's other forms emanate from
this rod. They are thought to emerge
into the world from two sets of doors,
and it is a tribute to the Tibetan artistic
Mahakala Panjaranatha (Lord of the Pavilion)
genius that these two gates are often
Tibet.
circa15th century
minutely carved and painted at the two
Stone
ends of the stick (see accompanying
illustration). The Panjaranatha form can
thus be thought of as the fundamental or original form of Mahakala, being the source of all the
other manifestations, including the four- and six-armed incarnations.
Another peculiarity of this deity is that he is depicted with his knees bent, almost seated on his
haunches, as if about to rise. This posture is defined in the Sadhanamala; Mahakala is said to be
rising from the body of the ghost (pretasanastham utthitham) on which he was seated in yogic
meditation. Also, his physical form is dwarfish (vamana) and often squat, adding to the
grotesqueness of the visualization. The short stature shows that Mahakala possesses a compact
power.
Panjaranatha is the preserver of the Sakya order.

Mahakala as the Wise Brahman (mGonpo Bramzei)
The saga of Mahakala's iconographic
journey continues, taking us among other
places, to Mongolia. It was the thirteenth
century. Sakya Pandita (1182-1251), the
founder of the Sakya order, was on a trip to
Mongolia. Accompanying him was his
nephew Phags pa (1235-89). The latter
remained at the court after his uncle went
back to Tibet. Phags pa impressed the
emperor Khubilai Khan with his wisdom
and learning skills and was appointed the
imperial tutor. The monarch requested the
monk to initiate him in the teachings of the
Hevajra Tantra. Unfortunately, Phags pa,
young as he was, had still not set his eyes
on the sutra. He requested the emperor to
postpone the discussion for the next day.
That night the revered lama lay sleepless in
despair since he did not have with him a
Brahmanarupa Mahakala
copy of the sacred text. At that instant
Tibet
there appeared, to his astonishment, an old
Circa 18th century
white haired Brahman, who asked Phags
pa to light his lamp and lay before him the coveted sutra. The monk was thus able to initiate the
king, who then happily embraced the folds of the Dharma.
The elderly Brahman was none other than the great Mahakala, who in this form is known as
'Brahmanarupa Mahakala'. Iconographically he is depicted with a long beard (symbolizing the
wisdom of experience) and holding up a human thighbone trumpet to his mouth. Harvested from
the charnel fields, and being a characteristic attribute of yogis and yoginis associated with the
cremation ground, the sound of the trumpet is said to appease wrathful deities but instal fear in
the hearts of evil spirits. Tibetan shamans, of both Buddhist and Bon traditions, employ the
thighbone trumpet in many rituals of exorcism and weather control. The instrument's threatening
drone is said to unhinge the powers of malignant spirits, or of the nagas and those weather gods
who either vengefully withhold or unleash the elemental powers of thunder, wind, hail, and rain.

Mahakala Maning - The Black Eunuch (mGon po maning)

In this manifestation Mahakala is the
avowed guardian of the Nyingmapas.
He holds a fresh and throbbing human
heart in his left hand, and also a garland
strung with the same macabre organs.
His right hand holds the trishula and the
gandi-staff is pushed into his waist belt.
The term 'maning' (eunuch) used in
Mahakala's name here means
genderless or without genitals. It has
also been translated insufficiently as
hermaphrodite. In any case, research on
this aspect of Mahakala has been
speculative and much needs to be done
to bring out the true meaning behind
this strange but breathtaking
visualization.
Mahakala Maning
Tibet or Bhutan
circa 19th century

The Four-Headed Mahakala (mGon po zhal bzhi pa)

Here, Mahakala has, in addition to the central face,
one face each to the right and left and another above
these three. His four hands in addition to the skull
cup and chopper hold the wisdom sword and
khatvanga respectively. Mahakala's quartet of faces
symbolizes the four kinds of mindfulness:
1). Mindfulness of the body.
2). Mindfulness of sensations.
3). Mindfulness of the mind.
4). Mindfulness of phenomena.
The Four-Headed Mahakala is the special protector
of the Nyingmapas.

Four Headed Mahakala

The Two-Armed Mahakala

The two-armed Mahakala is most popular in the Newar
Buddhism of Nepal. In the Mahakala Tantra he is
described as the form by which the sufferings of sentient
beings are removed. Such images are placed in the
entrances to many bahals (monasteries) with Mahakala on
the left as one enters and Ganesha on the right.

Mahakala (AD1661)
Stone
Svayambhu Mahachaitya
Museum, Nepal

He may also be holding his chopper aloft in
which case he is referred to as 'Kartaridhara
(Holder of the Chopper) Mahakala.'

Kartridhara Mahakala

Finally, there is the misshapen and
squat two-armed, black-cloaked
(Bernag chen) Mahakala, who is
particularly the protector of the Karma
Kagyu School.

Mahakala of the Black Cloak
Tibet.
circa 16th century.

Mahakala as 'Great Time' - The Symbolism Behind His Color
Mahakala's typical blackness symbolizes his all-embracing, comprehensive nature, because it is
the hue into which all other colors merge; it absorbs and dissolves them. Just as all colors
disappear in black, so do all names and forms melt into that of Mahakala. Black is also the total
absence of color, again signifying the nature of Mahakala as ultimate reality. This in Sanskrit is
named as nirguna (beyond all quality and form). Either way, Mahakala's dark complexion
represents his transcendence of all form. Kala however also means time. Etymologically, 'kala'
means that which absorbs everything within itself (kalayati iti kala). Thus Mahakala is the
cosmic nature of time, into which we will all dissolve in the course of time. He is the
transcendent-time (maha-kala), absolute, eternal, measureless, and ever present.
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